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Abstract—We evaluate the effects of robotic listening companionship on people’s enjoyment of music, and on their perception
of the robot. We present a robotic speaker device designed for
joint listening and embodied performance of the music played
on it. The robot generates smoothed real-time beat-synchronized
dance moves, uses nonverbal gestures for common ground, and
can make and maintain eye-contact.

affects that person’s enjoyment of the listening experience,
their liking of the songs played, and their impression of the
robot. This is the first in a series of studies dealing specifically
with joint experiences of media, also suggesting the idea of
robotic companions as a novel addition to media playback
technologies.

In an experimental between-subject study (n=67), participants
listened to songs played on the speaker device, with the robot
either moving in sync with the beat, moving off-beat, or not
moving at all. We found that while the robot’s beat precision
was not consciously detected by Ps, an on-beat robot positively
affected song liking. There was no effect on overall experience
enjoyment. In addition, the robot’s response caused Ps to attribute
more positive human-like traits to the robot, as well as rate the
robot as more similar to themselves. Notably, personal listening
habits (solitary vs. social) affected agent attributions.

A. Social Aspects of Music Listening

This work points to a larger question, namely how a robot’s
perceived response to an event might affect a human’s perception
of the same event.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Robotic companions are expected to play both a functional
and a social role in human environments, such as homes,
schools, offices, nursing homes, and cars. There, robots will
be designed to respond to events and stimuli around them, in
part to fulfill a task, but also to affect a social response in
their human counterparts. A key question that arises is: how
might a robot’s perceived response to an event affect a human’s
perception of the same event?
We know that humans look to the interpretation of others
to form their own perception of events and experiences, a
phenomenon called “social referencing” [1]. To what extent
does this phenomenon translate to human-robot shared experiences? How does it affect their perception of the robot? Can we
design robot responses to third-party experiences so as to affect
a particular human response in a desired way? Answering
these questions could have consequences on a host of robotic
companion areas, from media experiences, through healthcare
(imagine making an unpleasant but necessary medical procedure more positively perceived), to work environments, or even
just for making standing in traffic less burdensome.
In this work we examine the influence of robotic experience
companionship in the realm of music listening, examining how
the sense that a robot is experiencing music with a person

Music listening is central to human culture, serving functions from entertainment to mood management and emotional
support [2]. As music playback technology evolves, so does
the way we consume music. For example, the introduction
of affordable portable devices has made listening in the late
20th century increasingly solitary [3]. This trend has recently
reversed, perhaps due to the proliferation of playback opportunities and online music sharing. A recent study found that
today only 26% of music listening happens alone, compared
to 69% in the 1980s [4].
While apparent that music listening is often a social phenomenon (e.g. parties and public concerts), the social aspects
of music listening have not been widely explored. A recent
book on shared consumption of music deals mostly with online
sharing of music and not with physically co-located listening
[5]. And while North et al. found that people enjoy music less
when they are with others, their finding could not be separated
from unintended public listening, where participants did not
control the music they heard [4]. They found, in contrast,
that participants paid more attention to music when listening
with their boyfriend or girlfriend, or even with “others”, than
alone. In other work, it has been found that people move more
vigorously to music when listening to it with others [6], also
illustrating a social aspect of music listening.
Can robots provide the kind of social presence that might
support a joint music listening experience? We know that
social presence can be a mediating factor in human-robot social
responses [7]. More specifically, a robot was perceived as more
engaging, credible, and informative than an animated character
due to its physical embodiment [8]. Another robot’s physical
presence has been shown to affect its social presence in relation
to personal space, trust, and respect [9]. In an additional study,
a robot’s movement to music influenced children’s proclivity
to dance to the music [10].
It thus makes sense to investigate how a robotic listening
companion may affect people’s music listening experience.

To this end, we developed Travis, a robotic speaker dock
and music listening companion, (Fig. 1) aimed to enhance a
human’s music experience by providing listening companionship, and by embodying the music played on the device as a
performance. In its initial application, the robot performs beatsynchronized moves to accompany the music played on the
device, maintains eye-contact with the user, and uses gesturing
for common ground.

their work in several ways: first, Avrunin et al. evaluated
participants’ responses to video sequences of the robot, while
this study uses a physical robot co-located with participants.
Furthermore, we do not directly ask for people’s evaluation of
the quality of the robot’s movement, but instead the indirect
effect it has on people’s perception of the quality of the
music and the robot. Finally, we expand on the general notion
of the robot’s “lifelikeness” by examining specific perceived
character traits of the robot and people’s perceived similarity
to the robot.
II.

ROBOTIC PLATFORM

The robot Travis is a research platform to examine HRI as
it relates to media consumption, nonverbal behavior, timing,
and physical presence. This section describes the robot’s
appearance, hardware, and software design.
Fig. 1.

Robotic speaker dock and music listening companion.

B. Musical Robots and Physical Gestures
Travis also builds on the tradition of musical robots.
Robotic musicianship extends other kinds of computer music
by adding a physical aspect to computer-generated and interactive musical systems [11]. It provides humans with physical
cues, that can help them coordinate their joint playing with
the robot. But, importantly, they also create a more engaging
experience for the audience by adding a visual element to the
sound.
Virtually all robotic musicianship research deals with music
production and improvisation [12], [13], with little research
on the effect of musical robots for audiences, or the effect of
performance on music listening. In human music listening, it
has been shown that adding a video channel to a music performance alters audience perception in terms of the affective
interpretation of sound features [14]. Musical robots, too, have
been shown to positively affect audience appreciation of joint
improvisation [13]. This finding, however, was not separated
from the other musician’s ability to see the robot’s gestures as
it was playing.
Travis is designed to serve as a research platform to isolate
and explore the effects of the performative aspect of robotic
musicianship on human’s music listening.
There were a number of commercial robots which included
music amplification capabilities (e.g. miuro [15] and Rolly
[16]). However, their design as non-anthropomorphic mobile
robots, and their purpose for entertainment only, were different
than the robot presented here.
Several previous works have dealt with rhythmic humanrobot interaction (HRI), as well as with dancing robots. The
Keepon robot explored dance as an element of social interaction [10], [17], in particular between children and robots.
Other work has explored robotic drumming, rhythmic HRI,
and human-robot musical synchronization [18], [19], [13].
Most recently, Avrunin et al. examined the effects of
robotic beat synchronization to music on people’s perception
of the robot’s dance abilities and lifelikeness [20]. We extend

A. Appearance
Travis’s appearance was designed with a number of guidelines in mind: first, the robot’s main application is to deliver
music, and to move expressively to the music. Its morphology
therefore emphasizes audio amplification, and its DoF placement supports expressive movement to musical content.
Second, the robot needs to be capable of basic nonverbal
communication, such as turn-taking, attention, and affect display. Travis is therefore sized and shaped so that, when placed
on a desk, its head is roughly in line with a seated person’s
head in front of it, and is capable of basic gesturing.
The robot’s appearance should also elicit a sense of companionship with the human user. Its body is thus designed to
evoke a pet-like relation, with a size comparable to a small
animal, and an organic, but not humanoid form.
Finally, we have decided not to make the mobile device
part of the robot’s body, but instead to create the impression
that the robot “holds” the device. This is intended to create a
sense of identification (“like-me”) and empathy with the robot,
as Travis relates to the device similarly to the way a human
would. Moreover, this setup allows for the device to serve as an
object of common ground [21] and joint attention [22] between
the human and the robot, setting the stage for nonverbal dialog.
B. Hardware
Travis’s hardware platform is a five degree-of-freedom
robot. Each DoF is controlled via direct-drive using a Robotis
Dynamixel MX-28 servo motor. The robot has two speakers,
acting as a stereo pair, in the sides of its head, and one subwoofer speaker pointing downwards in the base. In addition,
the robot contains an Android Accessory Development Kit
(ADK) control board [23], and a digital amplifier with an audio
crossover circuit (Fig. 2).
All of the software runs on an Android smartphone, communicating to the ADK board using a low-latency variableinterval position-velocity packet protocol. The board runs
bridge firmware translating the ADB interface into the MX-28
network protocol. Each motor maintains its own position and
velocity control through the servo firmware of the motor unit.

Speakers

Finally, as gaze behavior is central to interaction both
between humans [29] and between humans and robots [30],
the “Head Tracker” maintains eye-contact by using the camera
of the mobile device. We make use of existing face detection
software on the phone to track and follow the user’s head.
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Our face tracking uses an active perception approach [31],
[32]. Since the phone is mounted on a pan DoF, linear compensation feedback can keep the head centered in the camera view.
However, as the camera is coupled to the robot’s hand, gaze
behavior requires an additional transformation between the
neck pan DoF angle θ0 and the active perception result angle θ.
The robot compensates for parallax induced by the disparity d
between the two DoF centers by θ0 = arctan(tanθ − hd ), with
h being the estimated frontal distance of the human’s head.
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Fig. 2.

Travis mechanical structure.

C. Software
In its initial application, Travis plays songs from the mobile
device’s music library and responds to them by generating
dance moves based on the song’s beat, segment, and genre.
The segmentation and classification of songs is beyond the
scope of our work, as there is a large body of work concerned
with methods to automatically track beats in musical audio
(e.g. [24], [25]), as well as for splitting musical audio into
segments (for a review, see: [26]). More recently, networkbased services offer identification and classification of musical
audio based on short audio samples. Some of these services
provide beat and segmentation information, as well [27].
Our work therefore focused on the expressive gesture and
animation system given a song’s accurate genre and beat
segmentation. Fig. 3 shows an overview of the robot’s system
software.
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Fig. 3.

Travis software diagram.

The “Behavior Controller” tracks the song’s metadata to
trigger “Behaviors” based on the current segment and genre of
the song. In parallel, the “Beat and Segment Tracker” follows
beat segmentation and sends events to the active Behavior.
In case of a beat trigger, the Behavior executes one of two
beat responses: (a) a repetitive beat gesture involving one or
more DoFs; or (b) a probabilistic adjustment gesture, adding
variability to the repetitive motion. Each motion is then split
by DoF and sent to a trajectory interpolator associated with
the DoF. The interpolator simulates ease-in/ease-out through a
high-frequency interpolator, inspired by the animation arbitration system used in [28], and similar to the one we used in a
previous robot [13].

Motor requests from the Behavior system and the Head
Tracker are arbitrated by the “Motor Controller” module,
which then uses specific DoF models to send position and
velocity commands to the robot’s hardware.
A detailed description of the robot’s design, hardware, and
software modules is provided in a separate publication [33].
III.

R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS AND H YPOTHESES

We are interested in examining the effects of a robotic
listening companion on music appreciation and impressions
of the robot. In particular, this work evaluates whether an
embodied artificial agent listening to music with a person can
affect that person’s liking of a song, or their enjoyment of the
music listening experience overall. How does it affect their
appreciation of the robot’s human-like traits? To what extent
does the the robot’s response affect users’ sense of the robot
as being similar to them?
In addition, we are curious how sensitive people were to
the robot’s accuracy at representing the beat of the songs it
is reacting to? Also, do people’s listening habits affect their
appreciation of a robotic listening companion? To evaluate the
above, we tested the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 (Song Liking) — A robotic companion
listening to a song with a person will cause them to like the
song better.
Hypothesis 2 (Experience Enjoyment) — A robotic companion listening to a song with a person will cause them to
enjoy listening to music more.
Hypothesis 3 (Agent Impression) — A robotic companion
listening to a song with a person will cause them to attach
positive character traits to the robot.
Hypothesis 4 (Human-robot Similarity) — A robotic companion listening to a song with a person will cause them to
consider the robot to be similar to themselves.
Hypothesis 5 (Listening Habits) — Listening habits act as
a mediating factor to the above-mentioned effects, such that
persons who usually listen to music with others will show
stronger responses to the measured variables.
To estimate these variables, we manipulated the robot’s
behavior to provide listening companionship. We also manipulated the robot’s response to the music to gain insight on the
importance of precise beat synchronization, as suggested by
Avrunin et al. [20].

IV.

M ETHOD
1

We conducted a controlled laboratory experiment, in which
participants listened to three songs through the robot’s speakers, with the robot situated on a table next to them. All
participants listened to the same three songs, taken from
different genres and periods. To prevent order effects, the order
of the songs was randomized for each participant.
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A. Design
To minimize interfering variables, this experiment evaluated only a single beat-tracking behavior of the robot, which
was kept constant throughout each song and without regard
for the songs’ genre. We also excluded any other nonverbal
communication, as well as eye contact behaviors. In other
words, the robot’s only behavior was that, when a song
was played, the robot moved in a constant repetitive motion
according to the beat, and then stopped moving when the song
was stopped.
We manipulated one between-subject variable, the robot’s
movement response to the music. In the ON-BEAT condition,
the robot performed accurate on-beat movements to the song.
In the OFF-BEAT condition, the robot’s movements were at
a similar tempo, but consistently off-beat to the music. Some
beats were skipped completely, and some were time-shifted by
a random amount of +/-100-500ms. In the STATIC condition,
the robot did not move at all, although the music still came
out of the robot’s speakers, as in the other two conditions.
In addition, we measured two additional between-subject
variables: one was music listening habits, solitary or social, by
asking two questions (“I usually listen to music alone” (reverse
scale), “I usually listen to music with friends”. The other was
a scale variable of experience with AI and robotics.
At any point in the song, participants could decide to stop
playback and move on to the next song. All song control was
done from a computer monitor situated next to the robot.
We recorded the length of time the participant decided to
listen to the song, as well as the participant’s self-reported
liking of the song (“Song Liking”). After all three songs were
played and evaluated, a questionnaire measured the participant’s overall enjoyment; whether the robot was “listening” to
the song with them; whether the robot was “playing” the song
for them; and how similar it was to them. We also collected
a number of impressions of the robot’s positive human-like
characteristics (“Impression of Agent”), and the participants’
relationship to the robot.
Through video recording, we captured the participant’s
physical reaction to the songs to evaluate the amount of
rhythmic head-nodding and foot-tapping movements. These
were not used in the currently presented results.
B. Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a small office room
with controlled lighting and no outside distractions. The room
contained a desk on which a computer monitor and mouse
were placed, as well as the robotic speaker device (Fig. 4).
Each participant entered the room individually with the
experimenter. They were asked to sit in a chair at the end of

Fig. 4.

Experimental setup diagram.

the desk that was furthest from the computer monitor and the
robot, facing the back of the robot. The experimenter explained
the experiment guidelines, and received informed consent from
the participant while they were seated.
The participant then moved to the other end of the desk to
sit by the monitor. In front of the monitor was the real-time
“song liking” questionnaire with a pen, allowing the participant
to fill it out while listening to each individual song.
Each participant was told that they would be listening to
three songs through a prototype speaker device. The robot was
situated slightly to their left, about 30 centimeters away. At
no point was the device referred to as a “robot”, but only as a
“speaker device” in order to not prime subjects in the STATIC
group to expect movement from the device.
The participant was shown briefly how to use the computer
program to switch between songs. They were told to answer
the three questions measuring song liking before moving on to
the next song. Participants were also instructed that they could
skip to the next song at any point, and were not required to
listen to each song to the end. Finally, they were told that it
was supposed to be a fun experience, and were encouraged to
enjoy and have a good time.
The participant was then left alone in the office to complete
the experiment, which started by clicking a button on the
screen, triggering the first song. To stop the current song they
would click the same button on the screen, fill out the three
relevant enjoyment questions, and click the same button to start
the next song.
Upon completion of the experiment they would click another button labeled “Call Experimenter” and the experimenter
would re-enter the room. The experimenter would then shut off
the robot in front of the participant and ask them to return to
the chair at the end of the desk in order to fill out the postexperiment questionnaire. This in order for the participants to
not be influenced by the robot’s movement or lack thereof
while completing their evaluation of the robot.
C. Participants
A total of 67 people participated in the experiment. The
subjects were multi-national, and all communication was done
in English. They were recruited from the International School
of Communication at IDC Herzliya, in return for class credit.
V.

M EASURES

All measures are on a 7-point Likert scale (from “strongly
disagree” to “strongly agree”) unless otherwise noted.

A. Song Liking
We estimate the real-time liking of the played songs by
taking the mean of the response to three questions answered
during or immediately after listening to each song, “I enjoyed
this song”, “I believe others would enjoy this song”, and “I
would like to listen to this song again in the future”. The total
Song Liking score is the mean of the score for all three songs
(Cronbach’s α = 0.75). This measure estimates participants’
rating of the songs themselves.
B. Experience Enjoyment
We estimate the overall enjoyment of the experience (presumably including the songs and the robot’s response to them)
by taking the mean of the response to two questions answered
in the post-experiment questionnaire: “My overall experience
was enjoyable”, “My overall experience was boring” (reverse
scale). Cronbach’s α for this measure was 0.74.

Fig. 5.

Means and SEs of perceived sense of joint listening per condition.

p<0.05*

C. Impression of Agent
Participants rated their impression of the robotic agent as a
composite measure of five items: the robot’s perceived friendliness, confidence, warmth, cooperativeness, and sociability.
This measure was validated in previous studies [34], [35], and
Cronbach’s α in our data was 0.79.
D. Human-Robot Similarity
Finally, we asked participants to rate on a 7-point scale to
what extent the robot was similar to them.
VI.

R ESULTS

Our experiment contained three experimental conditions
(ON-BEAT, OFF-BEAT, and STATIC). We tested for group
differences between the three conditions. No significant differences were found between conditions regarding gender,
age, familiarity with artificial intelligence and past experience
working with robots.
A. Sensitivity to Beat Precision
Somewhat surprisingly, participants were overall not consciously aware of the robot’s beat precision. When asked
whether the device “moved on or off-beat”, 22/23 (96%)
participants in the OFF-BEAT condition said that the robot
moved on-beat. This is on par with the ON-BEAT condition,
where 21/22 (95%) perceived the robot to move on-beat.
B. Manipulation Checks
Our conditions were intended to manipulate the sense of
joint listening. We confirmed our manipulation by a composite measure of two items, asking whether the device “was
listening to the song with” the participants, and whether it
“enjoyed the songs”. Cronbach’s α for this composite was
0.84. One-way ANOVA confirms that the manipulation had
a significant effect on the sense of joint listening (F (2, 64) =
18.192, p < .001, η 2 = .36). Multiple comparisons, applying
the Bonferroni correction, revealed that participants in both
the ON-BEAT (M = 5.29, SD = 1.32) and OFF-BEAT
(M = 5.78, SD = 1.15) conditions showed significantly

Fig. 6.

Means and SEs of experienced song liking per condition.

higher means than the control group (M = 3.32, SD = 1.8).
No significant differences were found between the ON-BEAT
and OFF-BEAT conditions (Fig. 5).
C. Response to Music
1) Song Liking: The composite song liking variable was
collected in real-time during or after each song, and estimated
how much participants liked the songs they listened to. Song
liking for the ON-BEAT condition is highest (M = 5.89,
SD = .62), for STATIC is lowest (M = 5.36, SD = .87), and
for OFF-BEAT in-between (M = 5.6, SD = .92) (Fig. 6).
A one-way ANOVA did not result in a significant result
(F (2, 64) = 2.202, n.s.). However, a planned contrast analysis
between the ON-BEAT and the STATIC conditions yielded a
significant difference (t(42) = 2.095, p < .05, d = .7).
2) Experience Enjoyment: The composite experience enjoyment variable was measured at the end of the study,
and estimated whether the overall experience was enjoyable
to participants. Neither one-way ANOVA nor planned contrasts revealed significant differences between the conditions
(F (2, 64) = .31, n.s. and t(42) = .93, n.s.).
D. Evaluation of the Robot
1) Impression of Agent: The impression of agent composite
variable measured positive human traits attributed to the robot.
A one-way ANOVA yielded significant results, (F (2, 64) =
11.18, p < .001, η 2 = .26). Multiple comparisons, applying
the Bonferroni correction, showed that both the ON-BEAT

Fig. 7.

Means and SEs of perceived impression of agent per condition.

Fig. 8.

Means and SEs of perceived human robot similarity per condition.

Fig. 9. Interaction between participants’ listening habits and experimental
condition on impression of agent.

Fig. 10. Interaction between participants’ listening habits and experimental
condition on experience enjoyment.

(M = 5.5, SD = .93) and the OFF-BEAT (M = 5.44,
SD = .67) conditions significantly differ from the STATIC
control condition (M = 4.37, SD = 1.02) (Fig. 7).
2) Human-Robot Similarity: A one-way ANOVA on
the human-robot similarity scale yielded significant results
(F (2, 64) = 3.64, p < 0.05, η 2 = .12). Multiple comparisons,
applying the Bonferroni correction, revealed that participants
in the ON-BEAT condition (M = 3.95, SD = 1.62) felt
that the device was more similar to them when compared
to the control condition (M = 2.64, SD = 2.01). No other
significant differences were found (Fig. 8).
E. Effects of Listening Habits
To measure the interaction between individual differences
in music listening habits and the above effects, we performed
a two-way ANOVA for condition (ON-BEAT, OFF-BEAT, and
STATIC), and listening habits (solitary vs. social as described
above).
The reported significant main effect for the “Impression of
Agent” variable was qualified by significant disordinal twoway interaction for condition x listening-habit, (F (2, 61) =
3.36, p < .05, partial η 2 = .1). Simple effects analysis
revealed that among participants who usually listen to music
with others, both the ON-BEAT (M= 5.69, SD= .9) and OFFBEAT (M= 5.6, SD= 67) conditions rated the robot higher
compared to the STATIC condition (M= 4.04, SD= .76). No
significant differences were found among participants who

usually listen to music alone (Fig. 9)1 . A similar analysis for
the “Experience Enjoyment” variable was not found significant
(F (2, 61) = 1.44, n.s.) (Fig. 10).
VII.

D ISCUSSION

Our results show support for Hypothesis 1: a robot that
responds to music on-beat causes participants to rate the same
songs significantly higher than a robot that just plays the song
without responding to the music. Interestingly, even though
participants did not report noticing the robot’s imprecision
in the OFF-BEAT condition, their song liking measure falls
roughly halfway between the two more extreme conditions,
albeit not significantly.
We did not find support for Hypothesis 2. Experience
enjoyment was not affected by our manipulation. However,
we did find that this variable is sensitive to the interaction
between listening habits and robot response (see below).
Both Hypothesis 3—participants’ impression of the
agent—and Hypothesis 4—their sense that the robot is like
them—were supported, with significant differences between
the robot response conditions and the control condition. We
did not find an effect of the robot’s beat precision on either of
these two variables.
1 Due to the similarity of the ON-BEAT and OFF-BEAT conditions, figures
in this section only show ON-BEAT alongside the control condition, for clarity.

Since we believed that our beat precision manipulation
was noticeable, we were surprised to not have found much
difference between a precisely moving robot and a robot that
misses beats, and errs on most other beats relative to the music.
Participants did not detect the beat precision consciously, and
for all but one measure (song liking), both conditions behaved
as if they were the same. One explanation could be the robot’s
high novelty in both conditions, masking the actual robot’s
movement effect. Another could be that the manipulation was
too subtle, relative to people’s sensitivity to choreography
precision. Also, participants in our OFF-BEAT did not have
any point of reference to estimate how well the robot is
performing, possibly supporting their sense of this being the
robot’s “best attempt” at syncing to the music.
Moreover, considering the detected difference in song
liking between the on-beat and the static robot, it is interesting
that there was no difference in overall experience enjoyment
between a completely non-moving speaker device and a robot
that responded to songs.
Interaction analysis suggests that individual differences in
the form of listening habits could be in play: social listeners significantly rate music-responsive robots more positively.
Solitary listeners not only did not show this effect, but actually
display a decrease in agent impression when the robot responds
to the music. We find a similar trend (albeit not significant)
in experience enjoyment (see: Fig. 10), with social listeners
enjoying the task more with a responsive robot, and solitary
listeners enjoying the task less when the robot responds to the
music.
It is worth comparing our findings to previous work, which
did find significant differences between an on-beat and an offbeat dancing robot, specifically in terms of their lifelikeness
and entertainment value [20]. There are three methodological
differences between the two experiments which can shed light
on this contrast:
Most importantly, Avrunin et al. used a within-subject
design in which participants watched videos of an on-beat
and an off-beat robot moving simultaneously and side-byside to the same musical soundtrack. The distinction bias
occurring in such joint evaluation may account for the more
pronounced difference between the two conditions. The lack of
a nonmoving baseline could further contribute to emphasizing
the difference between an on-beat and an off-beat moving
robot. In contrast, our experiment followed a between-subject
design with each participant experiencing only one robotic
behavior, either on-beat, off-beat, or static.
Another methodological difference that could account for
the contrasting outcome is that Avrunin et al. asked participants
to judge the purpose of the study, focusing their attention
on the robot’s dance and dependent variables, and possibly
contributing to demand effects. Our design used an indirect
approach, asking participants to just listen to songs without
drawing their attention to the robot’s behavior. This design was
aimed to both simulate a more natural listening experience,
and explore the implicit effects of the robot’s joint listening
on people’s enjoyment of the music.
Finally, Avrunin et al.’s work used on-screen video evaluation, whereas our work placed the robot physically in the
participants’ space. We know that a robot’s physical presence

affects people’s impression of the agent [8], [9]. This could
also have contributed to their higher rating of our off-beat robot
condition than if it was presented to them on a screen.
VIII.

C ONCLUSION

In this work we explored the idea of a robotic music
listening companion. We presented a robotic speaker dock that
responds to the music played on it, and is capable of nonverbal
behaviors and eye contact. In a between-subjects experiment
we evaluated the effects of robotic listening companionship
on people’s liking of songs, their enjoyment of listening to
music, their perception of the robot, and their sense that the
companion is similar to them. We also evaluated the interaction
of people’s listening habits with these variables.
Our support of Hypothesis 1 (Song Liking) shows first
evidence of “robotic social referencing”—a robot’s perceived
enjoyment of an event influencing people’s perception of the
same event. While we focused on music listening, this effect
can have implications beyond media enjoyment, and suggests
a novel role for personal robots as contributors to, and possibly
amplifiers of, people’s own evaluation of external events.
Be it in schools, the workplace, or nursing homes, robotic
experience companions could shape people’s perception of
external occurrences. People’s reactions could also be purposefully manipulated by a robot’s apparent reaction to them, thus
encouraging people to enjoy activities more, or “sweeten a
bitter pill” when a negative outcome is unavoidable.
Our support for Hypotheses 3 (Agent Impression) and
4 (Human-robot Similarity) suggest that people rate a robot
significantly higher on positive human-like traits, and as significantly more similar to them when the robot responds to
the music as they do. This finding points to a straightforward
new way to affect people’s impressions of robots, increasing
empathy by causing the robot to respond similarly to them to
an external event.
Notably, we found evidence that individual differences
affect the response to robotic experience companions. Social
listeners preferred a responsive robot, whereas solitary listeners
found it detrimental for the robot to listen to music with them.
This finding suggests that robotic experience companions
might not be for everyone, but could be more appropriate for
people who score higher on the sociability scale.
We also find these results to merit further personalityrelated studies of robotic companions, as well as in the field
of HRI at large, in order to understand what different people
look for in a personal robots.
In conclusion, the work presented here is a first step
in studying robotic experience companionship: how does a
human’s sense that a robot experiences something change that
person’s perceptions of the experience. We showed evidence
in the realm of music listening as one example of a joint
experience. However, looking at HRI more broadly, robotic
experience companionship can affect non-media realms, such
as healthcare, workplace robotics, tourism, sports, transportation, and elderly care.
Our results suggest that the idea of robotic experience companionship could be seen both as a novel form of human-robot

interaction, and as a tool to achieve human-robot empathy, but
also that the user’s personality should be taken into account.
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